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Do one of the following two exercises.

Exercise 1 (more practical)
Pick a dynamically typed programming language of your choice (for instance,
Javascript or Python) and use the blame calculus to devise a system of
optional type declarations for the language; or devise a system for integrating
a typed and untyped language (for instance, integrate C# and Iron Python
under .net).
An optional type declaration
t:A
in the dynamically typed language, where t is a term and A is a type, should
correspond to a cast
t : ! ⇒p A ⇒p !

in the blame calculus, where p is a blame label reflecting the location in the
program (for instance, the line number containing the optional declaration).
You may implement optional type declarations by either a preprocessor or a
library. Apply the notion of wrapping from [4] to provide dynamic checking
of function types, and the notion of sealing from [6] to provide dynamic
checking of polymorphic types. Apply the notion of blame so that when an
optional declaration is violated it is indicated whether fault lies with the
term contained in the declaration or the context containing the declaration.
A minimal solution will support function and polymorphic types. For
additional credit, extend your system to support other types as appropriate
to your choice of language, such as records or objects; or to support assigment, by permitting assignable variables and fields to have optional type
declarations. You may find results in [1] and [2] useful. State what restriction of the original language you support; for instance, you may forbid
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records and objects, forbid assignment, or only permit assignment to fields
of an object within methods of that object.
Submit a short description of your system, examples demonstrating that
it works, and the running code. Marks will be based on clarity, completeness,
and correctness of your presentation.

Exercise 2 (more theoretical)
The principal theorem from [5] asserts observational equivalence between
one cast and a pair of casts:
t : A ⇒p B

=

t : A ⇒p C ⇒p B

when A & B <:n C

where t is a term, A, B, C are types, p is a blame label, A <:n B means A
is a naive subtype of B, and A & B is the greatest lower bound of A and
B with regard to naive subtyping. This theorem is asserted for a language
with dynamic type ! and function types A → B, as described in [4] and [5].
Does the result extend to a language that also includes polymorphic types
∀X. A, as described in [6]? Either give a counter-example showing that the
result does not hold, or give a proof that the result does hold. Marks will
be based on clarity, completeness, and correctness of your presentation.
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